THE LAW ENFORCEMENT CASE FOR THE WORK AND FAMILY MOBILITY ACT
This bill would enable all qualified state residents to apply for a standard Massachusetts driver’s
license or identification card, regardless of immigrant status, while keeping our Commonwealth in full
compliance with REAL ID requirements.

Between 41,000 and 78,000
eligible drivers in MA cannot
get licenses because of their
federal immigration status.

The benefits of this bill
would include:
1) Road test requirement
2) Insurance requirement
3) Verified identification
during roadstops by police.

We want drivers on
the road to be tested,
we want them all to
have insurance, and
we certainly want to
know when we pull
somebody over - who
they are.

-Northampton
Police Chief
Jody Kasper

Making sure everyone on our
roads has valid identification enables our
police officers to better identify drivers.
Tested and insured drivers make the
roads safer for everyone. This bill would
ensure that all drivers know the rules of
the road, pass the same driving test,
register their vehicles, and have
insurance.

-Hampshire and Franklin
District Attorney David Sullivan

This bill would promote trust between
law enforcement and all the
communities we serve and protect. In
order for our state’s police officers to
best do their jobs and remain safe while
doing so, they need to be able to
identify who’s behind the wheel.

-President, Massachusetts Major
City Chiefs of Police Association;
Chelsea Police Chief Brian Kyes

KEY LAW ENFORCEMENT SUPPORT & ENDORSEMENTS
DISTRICT ATTORNEYS

POLICE CHIEFS

Berkshire County - Andrea Harrington

Amherst - Scott Livingstone

Hampshire and Franklin County - David

Arlington - Fred Ryan

Sullivan

Cambridge - Dr. Branville Bard, Jr.

Middlesex County DA - Marian Ryan

Chelsea - Brian Kyes

Norfolk County - Michael W. Morrissey

Everett - Steven A. Mazzie

Suffolk County - Rachael Rollins

Northampton - Jody Kasper

Worcester County - Joseph Early

Revere - James Guido
Somerville - David Fallon
South Hadley - Jennifer Gunderson

SHERIFFS
Franklin County - Christopher Donelan
Hampshire County - Patrick J. Cahillane

*Endorsements from the 2019-2020 legislative session

PROOF OF IDENTITY DOCUMENTS:
The proposed document list for applicants to provide proof of identity when applying
for a standard MA drivers' license, was created in close collaboration with law
enforcement and includes the following:

You may present either one document from List A or two documents from List B.
If you present two documents from List B, at least one document must show your
photograph and at least one document must show your date of birth:

List A:
Passport (valid and within 5 years of expiration)
Consular ID (valid and within 5 years of expiration)

List B:
Driver's license from any US state or territory, including MA (valid and within 5
years of expiration)
Non-driver ID from MA (valid and within 5 years of expiration)
Birth certificate (original or certified copy)
Employment Authorization Document (within 5 years of expiration)

